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Newton consideration of  G×M (1684):  

1-kg masses, 10 cm apart       the acceleration of the other towards it is 6×𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟗m 𝒔−𝟐 .

Mitchel - Cavendish experiment of measurements of G 
torsion-balance method (1798):

G = 6.754 × 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2

Torsional-pendulum method  - Von Eӧtvӧs (1885):

Beam-balance method of von Jolly and Poynting (1892):

To what precision is the Newton super position principle  validated ? 
in nonlinear theories like GR and its modifications ?
Additional forces ?
No definitive relationship between G and the other fundamental constants ?
Why gravity was alone and away from other physical interactions ?
… 

fibre

?



Simple Pendulum Determination of the Gravitational Constant
Harold V. Parks and James E. Faller PRL 105, 110801 (2010)

G =

21 ppm 



Improved Determination of G Using Two Methods
Terry Quinn, Harold Parks, Clive Speake, Richard Davis, PRL 111, 101102 (2013)

The present result (BIPM-13) 

compared with recent

measurements of G



Precision measurement of the Newtonian gravitational constant using cold atoms
G. Rosi, F. Sorrentino, L. Cacciapuoti, M. Prevedelli & G. M. Tino, NATURE, VOL 510, 26  (2014)

150 ppm



2π/𝞨⨁ ≈ 7.2722×𝟏𝟎−𝟓 !?!



Measurement principle of the GOCE Satellite

The Geoid

The GOCE Satellite Data



Image credit: 

University of 
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and NASA



[G, altitude = H, geoid height = gh, latitude = lat, longitude = long]

corr(G,H) =     ‒.094               corr(gh,H) =    ‒.412 corr(H,lat) =      .085            corr(lat,long) = ‒.580

corr(G,gh) =      .397               corr(gh,lat) =    .090              corr(H,long) = ‒.553    

corr(G,lat) =      .071               corr(gh,long) = .437

corr(G,long) = ‒.035

corr(G,gh)H =    .453               corr(gh,H)G =  ‒.412             corr(H,long)G =  ‒.553                                                        

corr(G,gh)lat =   .407               corr(gh,H)lat = ‒.396             corr(H,long)gh =   .751

corr(G,gh)long = .492               corr(gh,H)long = .935 corr(H,long)lat = ‒.619

Correlations:

Weighted Correlations:

• 2π/𝞨⨁ ≈ 7.2722×𝟏𝟎−𝟓 !?!
• No significant correlations are seen in the available data.
• Much more amount of precise G-data are needed for a good statistics.
• Do the observed variations of G depend only on the equipment? 
• Mobile precise measurements of G with the same equipment at different 

places may be useful. 
• May the observed variations of G reflect some unknown laws of Nature?



The Fifth Force (The first time period: 1971-1992)

See F. D. Stacey, G. J. Tuck, G. I. Moore, S. C. Holding, B. D. Goodwin, R. Zhou, Rev. Mod. Phys. 59, 157- 174 (1987) 

The origin:      Nambu-Goldstone  massless  dilaton Φ

Many scalar and vector particles:

𝑚Φ > 0

Frank D. Stacey, Gary J. Tuck, and G. Ian Moore, GEOPHYSICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS IN THE FIFTH FORCE CONTROVERSY, JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL 
RESEARCH, 93 ,575-10,587, (1988)



Yeong E. KIM , David J. KLEPACKI , William J. HINZE, PHYSICS LETTERS B, 195  (1987) :
In summary, we find that the geophysical determination of the gravitational constant is extremely sensitive to the assumed 

global average mass density profile and that the mine data of Holding et al. are consistent with the laboratory value of G.

Yeong E. KIM, PHYSICS LETTERS B, 216, 212 (1989): Apparent anomalies observed in borehole and seafloor  
gravity measurements are shown to be attributable to inaccurate implementation of Newton's gravitational law 
using inadequate earth models.

Some results for fifth force (1971-1992)

MEASUREMENTS OF 

GRAVITY IN MINES

Solid: α = -0.007 656,

λ = 200 m; 

Dashed: α = -0.010216, 

λ= 1000 m.

Uncertainties of the measurements in water and in air (towers). 



Sub-millimeter Tests of the Gravitational Inverse-square Law (2000-2009)

PRL 98,131104 (2007)

PRD 74 104024 (2006) 
PRD 70 042004(2004)

PRL 98, 021101(2007)

J.Phys. C 189 012019 (2009) Only weak
limitations
on the two
parameters 

α and  λ
were

obtained
so far



CMB data (2013): 

The Dark Energy (The Universe expansion) G

SN 1604HST/NASA/ESA

Λ = 8π (G/c2) ρΛ

A. Einstein,1917

ρΛ = ΩΛ ρcrit,       ρcrit = 
3 𝐻2

8π𝐺

Λ =ΩΛ

3 𝐻2

c2

ΩΛ = 0.6825
h = 0.6711

Λ = 1.0776 × 10−46 𝑘𝑚−2

Planck
2013

ΩΛ = 0.6825 
(best fit)

Astrophys. J., 517, 565-586, (1999)



First: 

H. W. Babcoc

(1939)

First: 

J. Oort

(1932), 

F. Zwicky

(1932)

The Dark Matter (The missing mass problem)
Mass distribution in Abell 1689, HST 2008

CMB data (2013): 

A DIRECT EMPIRICAL
PROOF OF THE 
EXISTENCE OF 
DARK MATTER

Merging cluster 
1E0657−558

D. Clowe, et al.,
ApJ, 648, L109 (2006)

=

Rotation curve of a typical spiral galaxy



The most important lesson:

There exist  three possible ways for further development:

1) To add some new content of the Universe beyond the SPM, like dark matter and dark energy.

2) To change the theory of gravity. 

3) Some mixture of these two possibilities is not excluded by the current observational data.

The clear understanding that 

the Einstein general relativity (GR)  and 

Standard particle model (SPM) 

are insufficient to explain 

all observed phenomena in the Nature. 



Proposed and studied in: 
O’Hanlon, PRL 29 137 (1972)
PPF, Mod.PL A, 15 1077 (2000)
PPF, arXiv:gr-qc/0202074
PPF, Georgieva D., PRD 67 064016 (2003)
PPF, PRD 87 0044053 (2013)
PPF, arXiv:1402.2813; arXiv:1411.0242.

The Minimal Dialtonic Gravity (MDG)

The action in gravi-dilaton sector:

Dilaton:

(GR:                              )

,

Withholding potentials: 

Standard action of matter: 

WEP respected

Basic 
Equations:

In contrast to 
the fifth-force

models, in MDG we have 
only one BASIC 

parameter – the mass of 
the dilaton: 𝒎𝜱 . 

However, it is possible to 
have several of them! 



The basic equations of Static Spherically Symetric Solutions in MDG 
PPF: arXiv:1402.281

PoS (FFP14) 080

A =

Generalized TOV equations:

+ boundary conditions 



NOVEL Quantities and EOS:

Cosmological energy-density
and pressure:

Dilatonic energy-density  and pressure:

Three
equations
of state:



SSSS with Chandrasechkar (1935) & TOV (1939) MEOS (ideal Fermi gas T = 0) for NS in MDG 

17%
weaker
gravity

𝑚𝐺𝑅 ≈ 0.7051 𝑀⊙

Similar results are obtained
for NS with polytropic MEOS 
and  𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≥ 2 𝑀⊙



Preliminary Earth Model (PREM) 
A.M. Dziewonski and D.L. Anderson, Phys. Earth Planet. Inter. 25, 297 (1981).



Preliminary Earth Model (PREM) 
A.M. Dziewonski and D.L. Anderson, Phys. Earth Planet. Inter. 25, 297 (1981).

3638 kbar

GR
corrections:

~ 2×𝟏𝟎−𝟗

for pressure

~ 4×𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟓

for mass 

Completely
ignorable

R = 6371 km, M = 5.9726 ×𝟏𝟎 𝟐𝟕 g



Earth structure in MDG
Instead of MEOS we know much more: 

The mass density 𝝆𝑬𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒉 (r) ; The total mass 𝑴𝑬𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒉 ; The radius 𝑹𝑬𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒉 (𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡𝐢𝐧 𝟐% precision)

λΦ ≈ 2890 km,  𝑚Φ𝑐
2 ≈ 4.297 × 10−13 eV – a basic novel result

DE DM

Variation of G inside the Earth in MDG



Todays Earth structure in MDG:

𝑚Φ≈ ≈ 4.297 × 10−13 eV/ 𝑐2

Starobinsky 1980 potential 

during INFLATION

VSt and dilatonic potential V with identical 

masses  of the scalaron and MDG-dilaton:

?

We need models of gravity, which permit unified treatment of the physical problems at very different scales: 

from laboratory scales, planet and compact star scales to the scale of the visible Universe. 

Such a unified approach may give much more definite justification of our models using all available 

information  for the physical phenomena at all reachable scales.





One parametric ( 𝒑𝒄 ) family of SSSS – as in GR and the Newton gravity !

The boundary conditions for SSSS in MDG 

Assuming: 

SSSS edge:

Cosmological
horizon:

De Sitter vacuum

Two specific MDG relations

P = 0



The first attempt for 
quantization of gravity

Sow. Phys., 3, 73 (1933),
“Quantization of gravitational waves”;

Phys. Zeitschr. der Sowjetunion 9, 140 (1936),
“Quantum theory of weak gravitational fields”.

Proposed canonical quantization of week gravitational wave on flat background 
using relativistic invariant commutation relations and introducing for the first time
gravitational quanta – gravitons, which meditate gravitational interaction between
matter bodies. 

1. The Newton gravitational law is derived  by calculating the exchange  of gravitational quanta od spin 2.

2. The energy release by  radiation of gravitational waves from matter  bodies are calculated for the first time.

Matvey Petrovich
Bronstein


